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Yesterday I got up to the part where the lecture master was asked by Rinzai

Where is Buddha, and he had no reply.  As I always tell you the reason why Rinzai is

able to speak in this way is that he has clearly manifested the wisdom that knows the

condition of the origin.   There are many different ways that we use to describe the

activity of the origin, and as I speak I will try to explain them one at a time.  I will try to

explain things such as pratitya-samutpada, and avidya or primordial ignorance.  Rinzai

has  fathomed  that  the  condition  of  the  origin  is  essentially  the  state  of  primordial

ignorance.  That is why he can speak this way.   

The reason why he can say phrases like the one we talked about yesterday, "this

wild weed ground has never been spaded," is because he has clearly seen into the

nature of the origin, and he knows that the nature of the origin is to be something that

neither cultivates nor is cultivated.  The wild weed patch, the utterly wild meadow, the

state of nature itself, from the old days this has always been interpreted to mean the

state of primordial ignorance, avidya.  If  you really are able to understand what that

means then you can finally be a Zen teacher.  

So Rinzai asks the lecture-master, "where is Buddha?"  The lecture-master has

no reply.  He is utterly dumbfounded.  And then Rinzai says, "What were you trying to

do  by  asking  your  questions?   You  were  trying  to  embarrass  me  in  front  of  the

counselor, who was the one who organized this dharma-talk today, weren’t you?!"  In

the original Rinzai doesn’t use the word "I" to refer to himself, he uses the word "Old

monk, roso," and although that could be referring to himself, it can also be thought of as

referring to the Buddha.  
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Is Buddha fixated or not? What Rinzai is saying to the lecture-master is, "If you

think  that  Buddha  is  fixated  in  the  same way as  you fixate  yourself,  then  you are

slandering the Buddha."  What Rinzai is saying here is, "I am not fixated, and you also

are not fixated."  

That is why he then says, "Get out, get out!  Quickly leave!  Quickly!"  Don’t get

stuck in that condition!  Don’t stop!  Quickly manifest a new self!  If you do not manifest

a new self,  if  you instead fixate your self,  and fixate Buddha, the moment you stop

manifesting a new self you already are not practicing Zen anymore.  We are always

manifesting a new self. That is the Dharma activity.  

Rinzai is warning the lecture-master, "If you stand there, as if you are fixated

thing, then how is a new questioner ever going to come up and ask a question?  You

are in the way!”

We must find a way to stand up in a condition in which the self and the other,

both, are not fixated.  

Rinzai then says, "Today, again, a place has been made for us in which we can

manifest our new selves.  The place that this dharma-talk, this dharma-assembly can

happen in has been made for us."  A dharma-assembly is actually referring to the place

in which a dharma talk can take place. It  is  a meeting place made for the sake of

meeting about the Dharma.

Then he says that the reason why this dharma assembly has been made is for

the sake of the great matter.  That one great matter really is a great matter!  How do you

understand the meaning of The One Great Matter?!  This phrase is one that Rinzai has

taken straight from the Lotus Sutra.  This expression, "IchiDaiJi, One Great thing, the

one  great  matter,"  is  referring  to  the  manifestation  of  that  which  is  beyond  all

comparisons.  

The great matter is the One itself.  This state of One is the condition that no one

can see, and has no need to be seen by anyone.  That is what it means to be beyond all
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compare.  

There is this state that cannot be compared to anything, but it isn’t fixated.  It is

always acting to manifest a new state that cannot be compared to anything. 

So, as I just said, the practice of the One Great Thing is to manifest a new self.

To always manifest a new self is to practice the One Great Matter.  This might sound

like a very simple thing,  but  be careful,  because it  isn’t  as easy as it  sounds.  For

example, maybe you are practicing a koan, and then you pass that koan, and then, at

that moment, you think that you are good enough just the way you are.  In other words,

in this situation you have immediately fixated yourself.  You fixate yourself as the self

who knows, or who understands, or as the self who is good enough just the way they

are.  

You might find yourself a lover, but that lover is not fixated. You, also are not

fixated!  Without understanding this principle of non-fixation, and simply, self centeredly

thinking, "I have a lover.  That person, he is my lover," you will give rise to all kinds of

problems.  The way it has to be is for you and your lover to never fixate each other,

never  fixate your  selves,  always be working together  to  manifest  new selves.   But,

everybody seems to want to think in a fixated way.

So what is believing?  Having faith?  Trusting?  If you think of this as a fixated

thing it will never be real faith or trust. If you fixate the person who you trust, believe, or

have faith in, and you fixate your self, who is doing the believing, then it is already not

the real thing.  The believer and the believed in are both not fixated!  The activity of

having faith in, trusting, believing, is not fixated.  It is always appearing anew.  However,

it does appear.  In the process of our activity, undoubtedly the condition called faith will

be manifest.  

What is faith?  Within faith the side of believing and the side of being believed in,

the aspect of trusting and being trusted, the side that has faith and the side that the

other has faith in, appear simultaneously.  Those two standpoints of believing and being
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believed in,  are  the  standpoints  of  giving and receiving.  The aspects  of  giving and

receiving inevitably appear right together. From this you should be able to understand

what faith is.  

If you fixate your self, and fixate something of someone other than your self, and

then think, "I believe in that person," or "I have faith in that thing," true faith as already

vanished.

However, please be careful.  Don’t make a mistake about this.  As I just said,

within our process of being we must have times when we manifest this particular activity

that is called faith,  trust,  believing.  However, even if  two people have faith in each

other, if one fixates himself,  then, that state of fixation will  lead him to think that his

partner  has  betrayed  him.   His  fixation  will  lead  him  to  think  that  his  partner  has

deceived him.  He will lose faith.  He will think he has been lied to.  

Faith  will  undoubtedly  appear.   But  faith  is  an  action.   Trust  is  a  deed,  a

movement, an activity.  It is not a fixated thing!  A mother and child will do that action of

trust, belief, faith.  But sometimes the mother will think that the baby has nursed quite

long enough, and she will say, "Okay, enough is enough," and will stand up, and cut the

baby off, and then the baby will think, "She abandoned me!" and cry.  The baby will

think that he has been thrown away by his mother.  But it really isn ’t that the mother has

thrown the child away at all.  She simply thinks that the activity of mutual faith and trust

has been done enough. She thinks that the baby’s belly must be full already, and so,

knowing that the situation is a good one, she feels she can separate.  The reason the

child cries is because of this separation.  The child is attached to always drinking at his

mother’s breast.  Even when he doesn’t really have to, he still does not want to cut off

this sort of relationship with his mother.  So when he is told to stop being attached to

that, he cries.  Not just babies!  We, also, everyday do the same kind of thing!  

Faith  is  just  like  this.  Trust  is  just  like  this.   Although  the  two  partners  are

manifesting faith in each other, that state is never fixated.  Inevitably the condition of
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needing to separate will be manifest.  People love to talk about faith.  Having faith in

God or each other, trusting God or  each other, but it isn’t a fixated thing.  True faith is

something that always is appearing anew.  

It is possible to interpret Rinzai’s phrase, "The One Great Matter" to mean the

manifestation  of  having  faith  in  each  other.   But  it  is  necessary  to  also  clearly

understand that the condition of having faith in each other is not fixated.  

When we look at all the wars and conflict between countries and different groups

of people in this world, we can find the origin of all of that war and conflict in people ’s

misunderstanding of faith.   People tend to think about faith in a fixated way, and this

leads to all the strife.  

When you are trying to bring a new condition into being, and your partner, who is

being made to manifest that new condition, is troubled by that, then, naturally, there will

be a fight.  It is very necessary to carefully investigate this activity of faith.  In other

words, as I always say, the important thing you must think about in the beginning of

your  investigation  into  the  activity  of  faith,  is  that  when  giving  is  manifest,  always,

receiving is manifest right together with that giving.  It is because receiving is manifest

simultaneously with giving that giving is possible!   

These two opposing activities are the Dharma activity, and whenever the giving

activity is done receiving is also being done.  It is the nature of the Dharma activity to do

this simultaneous functioning!  So, we can see that human beings, I’m not talking about

animals here, but we human animals, it should be clear, have as the very nature of

living in  a  loving,  coupled relationship,  to  practice the  Dharma activity.   A conjugal

relationship  is  the  arena to  practice  the  Dharma activity.    This  is  what  we say in

Tathagata Zen, and it is important that we all know that must be the way it is!  Giving

and  taking,  offering  and  receiving  that  offering,  those  two  opposing  activities  don’t

happen separately, they always happen at the same time!  This is the reason of the

Way things are that Rinzai is trying to explain here.  
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For the sake of all the people in the Dharma assembly, for the sake of everyone

gathered to hear the talk on the Dharma activity, right from the very start Rinzai takes

up this activity of faith.  When you see Rinzai taking up this subject so forthrightly in the

very beginning, you should feel the awesomeness of it, you should tremble with the fear

of it.  Rinzai is staking his very life to give this talk!  It is truly frightening. He forthrightly

challenges everyone,  and says,  "It  doesn’t  matter  who it  is,  anyone,  if  you have a

question about this principle of the Dharma activity, come right up here and ask!"  This

is frightening!  He just had previously loudly shouted, "Katz!!" but this time, maybe, he

challenges people to come up in a gentler, softer voice, but the frightening echo still can

be clearly heard.  

The next thing, however, Rinzai says, is again said in a very strong voice.  Again

he  faces  those  assembled  to  hear  the  Dharma,  and  says  another  very  sharp,

challenging thing.   He says, (In the Sasaki translation) "The instant you open your

mouth you are already way off.  Wazukani kuchiwo hirakeba, hayaku mokyosho."  This

expression is a Zen expression very difficult to understand. (Maybe better in English,

"The moment you open your mouth, instantly there is no longer a need to negotiate."

What he is saying is that when you open your mouth, the only reason why it is possible

for you to open your mouth is that there is a world appearing before your eyes allowing

you to open it.  There is a world receiving that activity of mouth opening.  This is difficult

to really understand.  For example, let’s say you want to drink some water: the activity

of drinking that water is made possible by the fact that before your eyes the world of

water that allows itself to be drunk has appeared simultaneously.  However, as I always

tell you, if you don’t understand this principle of the inevitable simultaneous appearance

of giving and receiving, then you will end up thinking that it is just you, all by your self

centered self, who decides to drink water or open your mouth whenever you want to.

You will  think that it is possible to do those things without having a partner allowing

them to  happen.   You  never  are  acting  all  by  yourself.   There  is  always  a  world
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appearing together with you.  When you act to satisfy your desires, this is possible

because there is a world that appears simultaneously with that action that allows it.  You

are able to satisfy your desires because there is a world allowing you to.  

So, this is very difficult,  but when it  says, "The instant  you open your mouth

negotiations are no longer," that means that already the world that allows the mouth

opening activity has been manifest.  When you open your mouth the world that makes

that mouth opening possible has already been manifest.  The part that is translated as

"Being way off,"  in a negative way, as if negotiations have been "broken off,” really

means  that  negotiations--mixing  together--making  relationship  with  each  other  isn’t

necessary anymore, because it is done completely.  In other words when Mister A and

Misses B make relationship with each other that is "kosho," that is negotiating, or mixing

together in association.  The tenet Rinzai is expressing here is that the moment A and B

make relationship with each other they have become each other!  

What Rinzai is saying is that the moment you open your mouth the activity of

making relationship is not being done anymore, because it doesn’t need to be done

anymore!  The necessity to act to make relationship has vanished!  It is just like when A

and B kiss.  There is no longer any need to give rise to the thought, "We must make

relationship with each other."  At the moment of the kiss there is no more thinking about

making relationship.  Do you understand this "instantly no more negotiating," "instantly

no  more  making  relationship."?   Already,  the  moment  you   open  your  mouth,  the

necessity to make relationship is gone. If you really understand this principle, then it can

be said that you have succeeded in manifesting the wisdom that knows the nature of

the Dharma activity itself!  If you could only just understand this one principle that would

be enough!  Then your so called Zen studies would be over. 

When you breathe in and out it is the same way.  When you breathe out, already,

simultaneously, the in-breath is also working right together with the out-breath.  These

activities of in and out breathing are opposing each other, and yet they are happening
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simultaneously.  We, actually, are manifesting this principle of the Dharma activity all

the time, already.  It is precisely because we are doing simultaneously breathing that we

are succeeding, unconditionally, in always breathing.

Plus and minus, A and B, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, are opposing each other,

and yet, because they are acting will-lessly they can act together, at the same time.

What makes things difficult is when we act with will.  For example, you might think of

someone else, "What you are doing is fine for you, but I cannot follow you.  I can’t do

that."  When the sort of will that thinks in this way appears, then things get difficult.  

What about this activity of will?  Plus and minus are acting without will, and so

how on earth did will come into being?  Without even understanding the principle behind

the appearance of will, and simply, unquestioningly affirming and fixating your "I am"

self, you might study Zen for a million years, but never really be studying Zen.  If you

study Zen from this fixated, uncritical affirmation of the self, without understanding what

will really is, and what being will-less really is, then, although you will probably have

times when you  think, "Oh this practice is great," or "Oh, this is stupid and trivial," you

will never understand will-less activity, and never understand Zen.   You will be the sort

of person who can fight and have conflicts with others, and think nothing of it.  If you are

really going to understand this kind of thing you must really practice seriously, without

letting it out of your grasp, two, three, four, ten years.  

I would like to repeat this point, because it is so important. When we breathe in

the  out-breath  is  undoubtedly,  simultaneously  occurring.   It  is  because there  is  the

simultaneous action of the out-breath that in-breath is possible.  Likewise, when you

breathe out it is because the in-breath, that affirms the out-breath, that allows the out-

breath, is simultaneously manifest, that the out-breath is possible.  

People often talk about Zen breathing, or breathing Zen, and in Tathagata Zen

we talk about breathing too.  When it comes to Zen there are all sorts of different ways

that Zen people teach about breathing.  However, although I know I have not seen all of
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what is being taught out there,  from what I have seen it just doesn’t seem that there are

any Zen people who are teaching that the two opposing breaths are working together,

simultaneously, making breathing possible.  

In Zen the state of the original face is often spoken of.  That is the state in which

the two fundamental opposite activities are simultaneously, will-lessly working together.

In Tathagata Zen we call that the zero activity.  The original condition is the zero activity.

That is the activity in which plus and minus are acting totally will-lessly.  Plus, tatha-gata

is will-lessly expanding, and minus, tatha-agata is will-lessly contracting.  That is the

Dharma activity.

So, how about something that acts with will?  Who is it who acts wilfully?  The

one  who  acts  wilfully,  of  course,  is  the  "I  am"  self.   Tathagata  Zen  can  very

straightforwardly  answer  this  question.   So  how is  it  that  this  willful,  "I  am"  self  is

manifest?  Of course I have told you this many times before, but because there is a

question about it appearing right here now, I have to talk about it again.  

These selves we have, who think, "I am a man," "I am a woman," these selves

who have will, these thinking, willful, "I am" selves, where do they come from?  Have

they fallen from the sky?  Have they bubbled up like springs from the great earth?  We

must investigate this carefully.

終

The End
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